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school information pack

Birds and Bees by Charlotte Josephine

suitable for ages 14+

One click and it’s gone too far, far too fast.
As explicit photos of the school’s ‘it’ couple go viral, and real-world
consequences of online life spread, so do everyone’s opinions.
Leilah’s starting to wonder if her Instagram feels more like a burden than
‘living her best life’. Aarron’s learning how to be a man online and it’s
starting to feel toxic. Maisy’s not that into sex, in fact she’s not interested
at all thank you very much, why’s everyone always talking about it? Billy’s queer
and proud to be, accepted by their friends but ignored by the education system,
they’re tired of feeling invisible.
Can these four friends break through the noise and make real change offline?
Award-winning writer Charlotte Josephine's new play fuses spoken word with live
sound and explores the complicated nature of teenage relationships.
"Sex education in Britain is often a topic of heated debate. The attempt to be inclusive and informative,
whilst age appropriate, without offending or startling anyone. Our opinions on students’ education are
often coloured by our own individual experiences and preferences. There’s so much fear.
It’s complicated. It would be arrogant of me to attempt to simplify it and preach my politics in one hour of
theatrical delight ‘dahling’. Absolutely not. I want to embrace the messy nuances and present some sticky
questions about sex education. I don’t want to offend anyone. I don’t have all the answers. I can ask some of
the questions, in a theatrical way that excites and empowers an audience of young people. I want to present
six characters, all with a different experience of sex education.
It’s my hope that every pupil will see themselves on stage, and through those six characters will feel
encouraged to explore the topics with their teachers in a safe and creative way. I feel really honoured to be
making a piece of theatre that will tour schools. Really honoured, and really scared. I was not a kind
audience member as a teenager, easy distracted, mostly unimpressed, and highly tuned to the slightest
sniff of anything patronising. I was hungry for something real, something live, something that mattered.
So now, years later, I’m really excited to have the opportunity to have a go at making something like that."

- Writer, Charlotte Josephine
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why should I book?
In September 2020 Relationship and Sex Education becomes compulsory.
Birds and Bees will open up conversations around Relationship and Sex Education
(RSE), can be linked to the curriculum and will allow teachers to facilitate
complex conversations in a creative and accessible way. It also has strong
links to the wider Personal, Social and Health Education (PSHE) Curriculum
including Health, Wellbeing and Relationships.

Birds and Bees is written by award-winning writer Charlotte Josephine, most
recently listed as one of Theatre Weekly's 10 'Rising Stars of 2020'.
Performances of Birds and Bees are accompanied by a free copy of the script,
learning resources, lesson plans, video Q&As with creatives and an optional
free post-show discussion.
The production is an opportunity for GCSE Drama students to fulfil their
'Live Theatre Production' evaluation and review.
Accompanying workshops develop your students' storytelling, devising and
analytical skills by experiencing a live professional performance and
workshop.
We've been producing and touring quality productions to schools for 67
years.
We are an Arts Award Supporter and Artsmark Partner, our productions are
suitable for students working towards all levels of Arts Award.
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who is it suitable for?
The production is suitable for Yrs 10-13 (ages 14+). We'd love to make the
show happen in your school. If you'd like to book for Yr 9s, please get in
touch to chat through the issues raised in the play to assess appropriateness
for your students.

How much does it cost?
In order to make high-quality theatre as accessible as possible we are
delighted to be able to offer a special concession rate to any school with a
Pupil Premium Eligibility (PPE) average of 40% or above.

>

Birds and Bees Packages
One
One
Two
Two
Two

Show
Show + One Workshop
Shows
Shows + One Workshop
Shows + Two Workshops

PPE Concession
£600
£750
£950
£1025
£1200

Standard
£675
£850
£1025
£1225
£1375

All prices are subject to VAT. We're happy to create bespoke packages to fit
in with your school's timetable. Get in touch if you'd like a package not
listed above.
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What can I expect from a Theatre Centre Production?
All of our plays are tailor-made from scratch for schools touring and young
audiences. This means nothing is edited or ‘cut-back’ to fit our productions
into your school or to make them suitable for the ages we recommend. We’re
passionate about this; we don’t believe theatre should be any less than its
intended artistic quality and impact, just because it’s in a school. We
always work with professional writers, creatives and actors, and develop
plays over a period of around 8-12 months. All of our touring actors and
stage managers hold enhanced DBS checks and are trained to facilitate
workshops and discussions. In short, you can expect a well-made play,
presented on your terms.

>

our techincal performance requirements

A minimum performance space of 5m X 5m on a clear, flat floor, with a
minimum height clearance of 3m. This can be in a hall, canteen, drama
studio or theatre space if you have one.
A maximum audience capacity of 120. This is based on the scale of the
set/performance area to achieve good sightlines for all. This can be
negotiable if you have a purpose-built theatre auditorium with raked
seating.

Seating ideally to 3 sides on the flat (apron/horse-shoe), or end-on raked
seating if you have a purpose-built auditorium or bleachers.
Access to 13amp (regular) plug points to run our own sound and equipment.
If your school has provisions for stage lighting please inform us at time
of booking, otherwise, we tend (and prefer) not to light our performances.
Access to the performance space at least 1hr 45mins prior to the start
time for the Get In and a minimum of 1hr for the Get Out after the
performance. The approximate running time of our productions is 1hr
without an interval.
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About theatre centre
We bring world class theatre straight into the heart of schools. We make plays
with big heart that empower children and young people to think, act and speak
for themselves. We design practical encounters with students and teachers
which educates them on theatre practice, creative skills and activism. We are
experts in touring, going everywhere, so all children and young people can see
excellent live theatre. We were founded in 1953 by Brian Way and Margaret
Faulks who pioneered schools’ touring and new writing for young audiences.
Today, we continue to champion new writing for young audiences.

>

What people have said about us
"The quality of the work is always exceptional, from
the writing to the performance itself. Theatre
Centre’s work is challenging and often introduces
students to new ideas and ways of working"
- Teacher, William Ellis School

>

Credit:Sarah London

"Theatre Centre bring high quality performances to
schools which are fabulous for cross-curriculum links"
– Teacher, Reading Blue Coat School
Credit:Jack Barnes

"The Border is a fun-filled allegory that brings urgent issues to
young people without foisting answers on its audience."
- The Stage, The Border

"A heart-warming but poignant play that sheds light on life in
the trenches through story and song."
- What's On Stage, The Muddy Choir

Credit: Sarah London
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Creative team
Writer, Charlotte Josephine
Charlotte Josephine is an award-winning writer and actor. Their play
Bitchboxer won the Soho Theatre Young Writers Award 2012, the Old Vic New
Voices Edinburgh Season 2012, the Clonmel Junction Best Theatre Award 2013,
the Holden Street Theatre’s Award 2013 and the Adelaide Fringe Award 2014. In
2017 Charlotte’s play Blush won the Stage Edinburgh Award. They also won the
inaugural BBC Screenplay First Award and were named on the BBC New Talent
Hotlist. Charlotte’s play POPS was at Edinburgh and High Tide festivals in
2019, when they were a member of the Old Vic 12. Most recently, Charlotte was
listed as one of Theatre Weekly’s 10 'Rising Stars of 2020'.

>

Reviews for Blush:
"It's riveting" - The Times
"Vital theatre" - The Stage
"Powerful and important theatre" - The Telegraph

Director, Rob Watt
Rob is the Artist Director (interim) of Theatre Centre. He is a critically
acclaimed director, dramaturg and facilitator who is dedicated to working
with young people to help them tell stories, understand how to access theatre
and to make resonant and risk-taking work. He started his career working on
Hackney estates; taking theatre to the doorsteps of communities in East
London. He also works as an Associate at Headlong Theatre and regularly
teaches at the Royal Central School of Speech and Drama. He previously headed
up the young people’s team at the National Theatre, was a Lead Artist at
Lyric Hammersmith, an Artist Mentor at the Barbican and was Associate
Director at Immediate Theatre.
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also from theatre centre
PSHE resources to inspire and engage students
Teachers, are you planning your PSHE sessions? Looking for current and
relevant resources? With compulsory SRE approaching, we’re as keen as you
to see PSHE become an essential part of education, whilst making it as simple
as possible for you to deliver. Switched On, our series of PSHE toolkits, is
designed to help teachers provide successful and engaging lessons at an
affordable price. Titles in the series include Mental Health, SRE (Consent),
Online Safety and Financial Literacy.
Providing a framework for sensitive discussion, the lesson plans guide
students to explore their own solutions to some of life’s harder questions in
a safe and responsible way. Our acclaimed Switched ON PSHE teaching toolkits,
each centering around a newly commissioned audio play, can be purchased for
£49.99 each.

Visit our shop to buy yours today: shop.theatre-centre.co.uk

"A powerful resource which stimulated student engagement with a challenging
topic. The audio play was relevant and felt like a real enough situation for
the students to use as a vehicle for discussing the important topics."

– Joey Glover, Head of Additional Educational Needs
William Ellis School
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